
MN Investment Management (MN) 
has shared details of its own internally 
developed in-house execution 
algorithms which it launched earlier 
this year, in what it believes is a 
market first for the pension asset 

management community. “This 
is a new route-to-market for us 
with direct market access to the 
trading venues and a lot of our 
flow is now being directed there,” 
says Liakos Papapoulos, Senior 
Investment Manager, Treasury 
at MN. “We think this could be 
part of a larger trend where we 
will see more and more buyside 
going down this route to minimise 
transaction costs, reduce market 
impact, increase transparency 
in the whole execution process, 
while at the same time using the 
cost savings to set up a quant 
team as part of the desk. Those 
were the main reasons for us to 
develop and build these execution 
algos in-house and, looking at our 
TCA provided by BestX, we have 
already seen very good results 

The Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS) Triennial Central 
Bank Survey of FX Markets 2022 
highlights that large dealers continue 
to play a significant role and make up 
for a greater proportion of volume 
share when volatility in the FX market 
spikes, says Tan Phull, Head of FX 
Algos at Bank of America (BofA). 
Commenting on the key trends 
demonstrated by the data, he notes 
that this may have a significant 
impact on clients and their FX algo 
selection. “The relative decline in 

trading with non-reporting banks, 
alongside an increase in cross border 
interdealer trading, indicate a flight 
to quality when the execution 
environment becomes challenging,” 
adds Phull. “Financial institutions 
continue to factor this aspect in 
when selecting their algo providers. 
BofA’s Whisper strategy, which allows 
agency orders to interact with our 
global in-house franchise liquidity, 
continues to see increasing adoption 
amongst real money and high 
frequency segments in particular.”
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A ROBUST OFFERING
When planning began for the Algo 
project several years ago, FXSpotStream 
made the decision to take on the 
sizeable task of supporting all Algos 
offered by the FSS LPs over their 
API. The alternative was to attempt 
to cherry-pick the more ‘popular’ 
strategies. “Adding support for all of 
the LP Algos had never been done 
and we are still the only service that 
has taken on the challenge. We found 
that clients had very specific requests 
when it came to the LP and strategy 
they wanted. By supporting every Algo 
of every LP we avoided the risk of 
having to turn someone away by not 
having what they wanted,” says Alan 
Schwarz, FXSpotStream CEO.

To date, 33 of the 70+ available 
strategies have been accessed, across 
10 of the 14 LPs. Clients tend to want 
access to a few selected Algos from a 
few selected LPs. “Though we certainly 
see some concentration around certain 
strategies, we see clients selecting a 
limited number of Algos and they don’t 
have many LPs for their Algos. Plus, 
the majority of clients use the Algos 
as a complement to the streaming 
liquidity they are already accessing,” 
Mr. Schwarz stated. 

Earlier this year, FSS added all of the 
LP Algos to the GUI, allowing clients 
to access Algos the “old fashion” 
way. Though FSS expects to see clients 
migrate volume to the API, the GUI 
allows clients to access Algos without 
the need for a third-party vendor and 

they can confirm before doing work 
on the API that the Algo meets their 
expectations. 

CLIENT DEMAND
On the core streaming service that 
has been available since the company 
was started nearly 11 years ago, yearly 
volume growth has been a constant, 
with ADV up 30.37% again this year 
when compared to the same period 
last year. And Algo volume growth has 
been no different. 

In August, FSS registered a new Algo 
ADV high at over USD500 million. 
Volume growth has been in both spot 
and NDF Algos. 

Schwarz said that although they had 
an idea of which client types would 
have interest, they have been taken 
by surprise by certain client sectors. 
“Historically, we have seen systematic 
hedge funds look to build their own 
algos. But we have several systematic 
clients accessing the LP Algos. 

I think it says a lot about the 
execution quality clients find in the 
Algos offered by the LPs and in some 
cases the liquidity pools that Algos 
are able to access. Plus, we have 
seen Algos perform in very volatile 
times, so they really have proven 
themselves.”

NDF ALGOS
FX spot Algos are more common, 
but NDFs are growing and few offer 
access today. This is an area where FSS 

sees continued expansion from the 
LPs, given the client demand for NDFs 
is there. “We know there is an interest 
on the client side, and this is an area 
in which we also expect to see healthy 
growth over the next year.”

Currently 9 of the 14 LPs offer NDF 
Algos, with more expected to add 
NDFs to their offering in the new 
year. 

NDFs are a hot topic in the FX market 
right now and NDF Algos are no 
different as market participants are 
looking for additional sources of 
liquidity.

FXSpotStream meets 
client demand for access 
to Algos
In 2021, FXSpotStream (FSS) added to the FSS API access to the entire Algo suite 
of the FSS liquidity providers (LPs) – a groundbreaking move given today the 
majority of Algo orders are placed via a GUI and entered manually. Plus, FSS 
added access not only for FX spot Algos, but also NDFs. Earlier this year, FSS 
added all of the LP Algos to its GUI. 

Alan. F. Schwarz
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Pragma is a multi-asset execution 
technology provider and we have 
to consider the different nuances of 
each and every market, particularly 
when trading FX. It isn’t ideal to take 
something that was built for equities 
or futures and apply it directly to a 
different asset class. The liquidity in FX, 
for example, is completely different as 
the market is bifurcated since it’s not a 
publicly traded market. Liquidity has to 
be curated at every single client level 
because it’s unique, unlike in equities 
where market data is disseminated 
across all participants.

You also need to be able to identify and 
manage firm liquidity versus last look 
within the algorithms and utilize them 
appropriately. So the characteristics 
of liquidity in the FX market are very 
unique, it is a dealer driven OTC market 
where there isn’t a vast amount of 
firm, guaranteed liquidity and it’s not 
regulated to the level that equities is. 

There’s also time zone considerations 
that have to be taken into account 
when trading FX over long durations. 
With the release of Panorama 2.0, 
we have developed a state-of-the-art 
AMS, specifically designed to meet 
the needs of sell-side banks and large 
institutions who are supporting clients. 
In order to have a successful algorithmic 
trading franchise, you need a team 
of support personnel that can watch 
and monitor the orders, answer any 
questions from clients as they come 
and to do so effectively, you need to be 
able to see what’s going on with the 
orders. This enhanced AMS provides 
our clients with a real-time scope of 
every single order that’s coming into 
the system and allows them to fully 
interact with the order. They can change 
algo parameters, modify orders, cancel 
them, there’s kill switches and they can 
change the strategies or can speed up 
or slow down the algo as needed.
In addition, Panorama 2.0 provides a 

full suite of dynamic visualizations for 
clients to view their performance  in 
real time. It also gives them a full view 
into what the algorithm is doing - so 
not only where it’s getting filled, but 
where the algorithm is trying to slice 
out child orders and whether they’re 
getting fully filled, partially filled, 
rejected, etc. This way, if you want to 
block a venue because you don’t feel 
like you’re getting good hit rates or 
you’re consistently getting rejected, 
Panorama 2.0 allows you to take them 
out of the rotation.  So, if someone 
on the algo coverage desk or eFX desk 
gets a question from a client, they’ll 
be able to leverage Panorama to tell 
them how their orders are performing, 
why the algos are doing what they’re 
doing, diagnose any issues and be able 
to pause or cancel everything if needed. 
Not only do banks and other institutions 
increasingly need to be able to offer 
FX algorithms when they’re offering a 
platform out to their institutional and 
corporate clients, but they need the tools 
like Panorama in order to effectively 
support the business. Clients aren’t 
going to trade if they’re not getting 
reliable support and you’re not able to 
give reliable support unless you can see 
what’s going on. This is why outsourcing 
works. Clients really like the new AMS 
and tell us it’s the best user interface 
on the street in terms of dynamic 
visualization, real time TCA and the 
enhanced levels of transparency that it 
allows them to offer to their customers. 
It is not only a window into the algo 
engine, but a tool that can influence the 
algo behavior, ensuring a greater level of 
control and flexibility for users.

Pragma launches 
NextGen algo 
management system
Pragma recently unveiled a new iteration of its algorithmic management system (AMS), 
Panorama 2.0, with a number of innovative additions to further support institutional 
algo trading. Head of Trade Desk at the firm Abhay Sanan, explains the range of 
unique enhancements and what they mean for FX algo execution in particular.

Panorama 2.0
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Which strategic initiatives are 
important to the UBS FX algo 
business?

Our FX algo product is an iterative 
product and liquidity is a critical factor 
when it comes to FX algo performance. 
UBS regularly reviews and optimises 
the venues which we route orders to 
in order to create a highly curated pool 
of liquidity. In addition to providing a 
unique liquidity network, UBS has a 
smart order router (SOR) which uses 
machine learning based techniques 
to incorporate aspects of fill quality 
into our execution logic. This helps 
our algos to improve hit rates and 
intelligently navigate liquidity. Our SOR 

is co-located with liquidity sources 
and also contains a dynamic order 
synchronisation algorithm to lower 
the risk of latency arbitrage when 
executing across multiple liquidity 
sources. By looking at fill rates and 
assigning a value to both firm and non-
firm venues, we can offer outstanding 
potential for spread cost savings and 
increased speed of execution.

You mentioned liquidity is a 
critical factor when it comes to FX 
algo performance. What recent 
enhancements has UBS made to its 
algo suite as a result?

A year and a half ago we launched 
a mid-matching venue which 
allows FX algo orders to execute 
against anonymous, risk reducing 
hedging flow from the UBS eFX 
principal franchise. Our passive 
Float algo has access to this mid-
price crossing engine and benefits 
from internalisation, leading to less 
signalling and market impact. Client 
algo orders have the opportunity to 
match at mid versus our eFX hedging 
flow, which is one of the largest on 
the street. In fact, we see almost 40% 
of our Float volumes executed via the 
mid matching engine. This is achieving 
terrific results versus risk transfer and 
arrival price benchmarks due to mid-
point fills and reduced information 
leakage. 

Looking ahead to 2023, we have plans 
to empower our clients to further tap 
into our UBS eFX principal franchise 
liquidity, which was ranked #1 in 
electronic spot and forward outrights 
in Euromoney’s 2022 annual ranking 
of global market share. To facilitate 
this, we’re building a new liquidity 
solution which will allow our clients 
to blend aggregated FX algo order 
interest and anonymously skew the UBS 
eFX principal stream to attract passive 
liquidity from our robust UBS client 
franchise. This new additive, aggregated 
and anonymized liquidity source 
will help our clients further reduce 
information leakage and improve both 
spread capture and speed of execution.

Aside from liquidity optimisation, what 
other significant trends or changes in 
the FX algo space are you watching 
closely and how will your offering 
evolve in response?

We continue to evolve and enhance 
our FX algo offering to respond to 
client needs and to adapt to market 
trends. One key theme that’s gaining 
momentum is the growing adoption 
of algo wheels in the FX space. At 
UBS, our unique algo customisation 
framework has enabled us to excel 
in cross-asset algo wheels and we 
are currently focused on delivering 
that same innovation to our FX algo 
offering. 

UBS unveils FX 
algo liquidity 
enhancements
UBS has long been recognised as a market leader* when it comes to eFX liquidity 
provision. Lindsay Chock, Global Head of ETD Electronic and FX Algo Execution 
at UBS, explains why liquidity optimisation is also a driving factor behind many 
of the key innovations which have recently been introduced to the UBS FX algo 
offering and are on the horizon for 2023.

Lindsay Chock

On the data side, we’ve seen increased 
client demand for in flight TCA and, 
as a result, we recently launched 
real-time algo analytics on Neo, which 

won Best Single Dealer Platform in 
the FX Markets eFX Awards 2022. 
This new tool gives clients increased 
visibility of how and where their algo 

orders are executing against relevant 
benchmarks and helps to guide and 
optimise trading decisions. This intra-
trade TCA rounds out our pre-trade 
and post-trade algo analytics suite and 
provides our clients with execution 
insights throughout the entire life of 
their order. 

In addition, UBS plays an important 
role in promoting a robust, fair and 
transparent global FX ecosystem. 
To this end, we’ve worked closely 
with the UBS eFX principal franchise 
to become an early mover in only 
offering FX Global Code compliant 
liquidity pools to our clients. We’ve 
seen improvement in fill ratios and no 
deterioration in execution quality of 
our algorithms through our carefully 
curated selection of code compliant 
liquidity providers. We look forward to 
continuing to partner with our clients 
to create more sustainable solutions in 
2023 and beyond.

*2018 FX Week – eFX awards Bank algo trading 

technology of the year

The UBS smart order router uses advanced ML based techniques

TradeTech FX returns in February 
2023 (22-24) and we’re pleased to 
announce that this year the event 
is taking place at the beautiful 
Diplomat Beach Resort in Florida! 
TradeTech FX has firmly established 
itself as the leading buy side 
focused FX gathering in the US, 
with over 700 FX professionals 
expected to join us including 
representation from all the leading 
global buy side firms. Check out the 

agenda to see the full speaker line-
up, the hot topics being discussed, 
and all the benefits you’ll get from 
attending: https://bit.ly/3DAH0kA

• Join 250+ senior FX buy side 
attendees made up of all 
the leading asset managers, 
corporate treasurers, hedge 
funds, pension funds, wealth 
managers & private banks 

• Join 45 buy side focused sessions 
led by 50+ buy side heads of FX 
trading and portfolio management 
to gain practical insights on how 
you can adapt your execution and 
investment strategy to future-
proof your FX desk 

• Gain unparalleled face-to-face 
networking with the entire FX 

trading community made up 
of 700 attendees, including all 
the major buy side, sell side, 
regulators and technology 
partners 

• Join the ‘Buy Side TradeTech 
FX Innovation Day’ (22 Feb) 
for an unbeatable time-saving 
opportunity to meet and 
compare the leading FX platforms 
and solution providers

REGISTER NOW
As a member you have an 
exclusive 10% discount off the 
price to attend (the buy side 
attend free). Simply quote 
FXALGO23 when booking: https://
bit.ly/3fv0pLB

February 22, 2023 | Buy Side Only FX Innovation Day
February 23-24, 2023 | Main Conference Days
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Client understanding of algo execution 
has evolved significantly, says 
Vittorio Nuti, Global Head FX Algos 
at Deutsche Bank, with clients who 
previously would have opted for a 
scheduled algo, such as a Vwap or a 
Twap, now increasingly preferring to 
take a more dynamic approach and 
making sure that the bank ensures 
the execution is done in a timely 

fashion, this doesn’t exclude trying to 
be passive to enable clients to get the 
best outcome possible. “Each strategy, 
especially dynamic, can have a huge 
impact on execution outcomes and this 
is why algo strategies are becoming a 
key differentiator,” he adds. “That’s 
why more and more providers, 
like ourselves, are allowing for 
customisation of the actual execution. 
We effectively have a framework which 
we can then tailor to meet, as close as 
possible, the client execution goals.”

Nuti explains that the number of 
additional factors on offer can depend 
on the provider, as well as the client. 
Certain clients want to be filled 
relatively quickly and they may not 
be so sensitive to market impacts, 
whereas other clients are extremely 
passive and are happy to take a 
huge amount of variance in their 
execution, he says. “There are two key 
considerations: what can the client 
alter on the fly and what the client 
can do in the customisation of the 
algo with a liquidity provider. From our 

perspective, we tend to try and have 
fewer parameters that can be altered 
on the fly, to allow more homogenous 
research offline.”

The market has also reached the 
point where using an execution algo 
is widely accepted as being the most 
efficient way to offset risk, says Dr 
John Quayle, Head of Client Algo 
Execution at NatWest Markets. “It’s the 
method that has the least transaction 
costs over an extended period of 
time, particularly for those who do 
not need to pay for the certainty of 
outcome on any given transaction by 
using a risk-transfer price. This leaves 
the actual choice of algo as being the 
key decision that users need to think 
about,” he adds. According to Quayle, 
being able to identify the algos which 
perform well and understanding which 
settings give the best outcome for the 
situation, is now the key challenge 
facing the user. “Having a trusted 
partner like NatWest Markets can help 
solve this challenge - our trading desks 
are key users of the same algos that 

Nicola Tavendale

Calibrating FX algo strategies: 
Taking a more analytical 
approach to achieving 
trading objectives

Despite the growing role of algos in the FX industry, recent research by 
Coalition Greenwich found that only 12% of corporate treasury departments 
are currently using them. Yet at the same time, buyside understanding of the 
benefits that algo execution can offer, such as improved pricing and reduction 
of market impact, was found to be strong, with some 70% of corporates listing 
the implementation of more algo trading as their top FX priority. What then 
do FX algo providers need to be doing to ensure that the algo strategies and 
toolsets are a truly effective way for clients to achieve their execution goals? 
Nicola Tavendale investigates.

Im
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help navigate the selection of algos 
to optimise for target outcomes in 
different circumstances, or in different 
market conditions,” he says. 

KEY DIFFERENTIATOR
The most significant evolution has 
been in reducing the market impact 
of algos, Quayle explains. He notes 
that this is achieved by utilising 
market intelligence and being able 
to manage, in a detailed manner, the 
liquidity the algo is interacting with. 
“However, although we have cutting 
edge adaptive placement and slicing 
within our algorithms, no amount 
of clever slicing and so-on helps, if, 
when the trade is done, the other 
party to the trade uses the information 
to move the market against the algo 
user,” Quayle adds. As a result, he 
warns that being able to identify 
which ‘takers’ (who generate fills for 

the algo) are genuinely benign and 
‘skew-safe’ should be a main priority. 
“Certainly, our own experience is that 
any improvements that can be made 
to the quality of the available liquidity 
will have an immediate benefit to 
performance and we are able to see 
this in our own algos, such as our Peg 
Clipper,” says Quayle. “This experience 
is shared with our clients in our curated 
liquidity pools offering. The analysis 
tends to be iterative, which leads to 
continuous optimisation over time – 
this brings the added benefit of being 
able to account for changing market 
conditions.”

In addition, Twaps would traditionally 
apply relatively simplistic execution 
logic, dividing the total order quantity 
into equal time slices and working 
each of these slices independently, says 
Paul Goldberg, Algo Execution Desk 
Head at Citi. He explains that within 
each slice, the logic would initially seek 
passive fills and then aggress at the 
end of the period to complete the clip 
amount. “This type of logic was good 
in so far that it was easy for clients to 
understand, which in turn helped them 
feel comfortable using these strategies. 
However, the fixed nature of this logic 
meant these strategies were unable to 
adapt to prevailing market conditions, 
resulting in spread being paid when 
not totally necessary,” Goldberg 
explains. “Our new Dynamic Twap 
works in a fundamentally different 
way to those traditional strategies, and 
instead, continuously considers the 
full objective of the client instruction 
throughout the execution.” This in 
turn allows the Dynamic Twap to adapt 
its execution approach in real time, 
taking into account prevailing market 
conditions along with estimates, such 
as market impact and slippage, at 
completion. 

FINE-TUNING EXECUTION
According to Goldberg, this objective-
based-approach ensures the strategy 
has the freedom to optimise how it 
fills the order while still referencing the 
desired benchmark, enabling clients 
to choose how closely they want the 
strategy to adhere to the benchmark 
throughout the execution. He adds: 
“By giving the strategy more discretion 
to deviate from the benchmark, the 
client allows the order to deploy 

further sophisticated logic that can 
be more selective in when it executes, 
potentially getting ahead or behind the 
benchmark at times, while still ensuring 
the main objective is achieved by the 
end of the order period.”

Ultimately, the type of strategy and 
the nature of the liquidity pool are two 
of the most important considerations 
clients need to take into account when 
selecting an FX algo says Alan Schwarz, 
co-founder and CEO of FXSpotStream. 
Both will have a significant impact 
on execution quality, he adds. “In 
addition, we see clients access the 
bank’s FX algos as a complement to 
their existing streaming business, 
so it’s even more important that the 
strategy selected takes into account 
the other business the client is doing 
with the bank, over the usual disclosed 
streaming channel,” warns Schwarz. 
He explains that algo strategies are 
also continuing to get more granular 
and more sophisticated in an effort to 
address the specific needs of the client. 

“This is where clients can really benefit 
from the work that FXSpotStream has 
done to normalise the offering of 14 
algo providers, Schwarz adds. “Each 
provider offers their own unique 
parameters that allow clients to control 
their algos – adjusting the liquidity 
source, execution style and more. Each 
provider treats these parameters slightly 
differently, however, FXSpotStream 
allows clients to access the algos of 
multiples LPs via a single API or GUI, 
eliminating the need for clients to write 
to multiple APIs.” Furthermore, there 
is also a great deal of customisation 
available to clients via the many 
parameters offered in a given algo, 
according to Schwarz. The parameters 
available are unique to each provider, 
he adds. Although some similarities 
can be noted in terms of execution 
style and liquidity source, he believes 
that, after that point, the providers can 
vary significantly in terms of the extent 
to which a client can customise and 
control their execution.

ANALYTICS AND 
INTERPRETATION
In terms of pure execution outcome, 
the client will typically have a choice 
of three execution styles - passive, 
normal and aggressive - and that will 

change the underlying settings of how 
the algo is executing, Nuti explains. 
However, when it comes to back-end 
customisation, the bank has an almost 
infinite number of ways in which it 
can fine tune the algo – by currency 
pair, execution style – even various 
versions of the same algo, he adds. 
“For example, we can have a Stark, 
which uses all our liquidity sources, 
and then we can have a customised 
version, which has the same settings 
as Stark, but which actually only uses a 
subset of the liquidity sources - if that 
was what the client wants - and so 
forth,” Nuti says. “But what is truly key 
is that the client needs to be extremely 
clear on what execution outcome they 
want to see, it needs to be realistic, 
and data driven. The client needs to 
understand the variance between how 
much market risk they’re taking, versus 
the savings.”

There are also a number of innovative 
tools being brought to market, Nuti 
explains, including the benchmarking 
solution being developed by Tradefeedr – 
a ‘peer universe’ which aims to take into 
account both the volatility of the assets 
and provide a clean solution for clients to 
compare each algo regardless of currency 
pair, time of the day or size - should 
advance the market in terms of ability to 
understand the algo and being able to 
visualise the benefits. “More generally, 
the depth of the market in recent 
months has decreased substantially as 
well as the top of book widened and 
– thanks to Deutsche Bank being one 
of the markets biggest franchises and 
being able to work passive resting orders 
within that franchise - we are really able 
to capture that volatility and that spread 
crossing that happens within the market. 
We are actually seeing a disproportionate 
improvement in our execution as 
volatility picks up in terms of reduction 
in cost.”

However, Nuti adds that demand for 
customisations has been reducing 
to some extent as the product 
development comes to fruition. “Now, 
it really depends on which client 
you’re talking about - what we would 
categorise as a super user will probably 
still want to have a certain amount of 
customisation, but the majority of our 
client base will want us to use all the 
data we have to optimize those three 

buckets of execution strategy: passive, 
normal, and aggressive,” he says. “This 
shows that the FX algo market really 
is moving and evolving in the right 
direction and clients are getting more 
comfortable in using algos and are 
happy to let them run.”

“We are actually seeing 
a disproportionate 

improvement in our 
execution as volatility 

picks up in terms of 
reduction in cost.”

Vittorio Nuti

“...any improvements that 
can be made to the quality 

of the available liquidity 
will have an immediate 
benefit to performance 

and we are able to see this 
in our own algos.”

Dr John Quayle

“By giving the strategy 
more discretion to deviate 

from the benchmark, 
the client allows the 

order to deploy further 
sophisticated logic that 
can be more selective in 

when it executes.”

Paul Goldberg

The type of strategy and the nature of the liquidity pool are two of the most important 
considerations clients need to take into account when selecting an FX algo 
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DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
There is also better data than ever 
available to algo users from various 
third party providers, Quayle adds, 
but warns that the sheer number of 
combinations of parameters is a barrier 
to analysis, as is ensuring that all 
the parameter changes that the user 

makes to the algo are consumed by 
the TCA provider. He notes that certain 
innovations such as ‘peer universe’ data 
sets, by virtue of the increased amount 
of data available, are useful tools to 
analyse performance. Additionally, 
child-fill mark-outs are also becoming 
more widely available and - again 
assuming there is enough data to 
remove the impact of any systematic 
drift - these are very powerful tools for 
understanding which algos are able to 
minimise market impact and generate 
truly ‘good’ execution, according to 
Quayle. “We continue to invest in both 
the pre-trade liquidity analytics, which 
help our clients identify optimal timings 
for execution and in our TCA and data 
feeds, supporting clients as they try to 
better understand the success of their 
strategies,” he adds. 

However, for any given combination 
of settings, a reasonable number of 
algos need to be run to generate some 
confidence in the results, warns Quayle, 
and this severely limits the number of 
combinations of settings that can be 
tested. “Our Peg Clipper, for example, 
has roughly 450 different combinations 
of parameters. Taking into account 
the liquidity pool choices, levels of 
aggression/passiveness etc most 

users will never want to modify these 
settings, as the algo’s default settings 
are optimised based on the full history 
of performance data that we have. Yet 
for those who do wish to test different 
settings, the challenge remains,” he 
adds. 

Similar to the algo offering, 
FXSpotStream also provides clients with 
access to the TCA tools available from 
the liquidity providers, notes Schwarz. 
“In most cases now, banks provide 
access to very robust TCA tools with an 
aim to optimising execution,” he adds, 
while TCA and other algo related data 
tools continue to evolve as clients seek 
more information on a pre- and post-
execution basis. “We have also seen 
a growing demand from clients to be 
able to assign default values to some of 
these parameters, leaning on the bank’s 
research and knowledge base to define 
the best options. Plus, making FX algos 
available over an API, which is 
what FXSpotStream offers, ultimately 
leads to much better execution controls 
by users,” he adds. 

Algo providers are, or at least should 
be, applying their analysis and expertise 
in identifying which combination of 
execution controls should be used to 
get the user’s desired outcome, Quayle 
argues. “Compared to an individual 
user, the algo provider should have 
a vastly bigger dataset to use for 
the purposes of this optimisation 
problem,” he says. The challenge of 
users themselves performing enough 
algo runs to be able to make that 
determination themselves is immense, 
he explains. “However, algo providers 
have all the data, resources and 
expertise to be able to do the heavy 
lifting here. At NatWest Markets, the 
same functionality which underlies 
our Peg Clipper algo is used by the 
eFX Desk for clearing risk. As the 
interests of both our own desk and 
a client are exactly aligned when 
reducing risk ie. to clear the risk as 
quickly as possible while moving the 
market as little as possible, we can 
on our own executions employ such 
techniques as A/B testing widely to 
identify real-world optimisations to 
the algo settings. A huge volume of 
trade experience goes into our settings 
defaults, leading to direct benefits for 
external users,” Quayle concludes.
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“In most cases now, banks 
provide access to very 
robust TCA tools with 
an aim to optimising 

execution,”

Alan. F. Schwarz

There is now better data than ever available to algo users from various third party providers
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FXSpotStream is a bank owned consortium operating as a market utility, providing the infrastructure 
that facilitates a multibank API and GUI to route trades from clients to LPs. FXSpotStream provides a 
multibank FX streaming Service supporting trading in FX Spot, Forwards, Swaps, NDF/NDS and 
Precious Metals Spot and Swaps. Clients access a GUI or single API from co-location sites in New York, 
London and Tokyo and can communicate with all LPs connected to the FSS Service. Clients can also 
access the entire Algo Suite of the FSS LPs, and assign pre- and/or post-trade allocations to their 
orders. FXSpotStream does not charge brokerage fees to its clients or LPs for its streaming offering. 
Algo fees from an LP are solely determined by the LP. 
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Where once it may have been 
sufficient to embellish an algo with 
a fancy name and a shiny exterior, 
the FX algo market has now evolved  
to  emphasize performance. This 
requires   a detailed analysis of in-
house and third party performance 
metrics, opening up the hood and 
taking a look inside to make sure 
the algos are running smoothly and 
making sure that any inefficiencies 
are ironed out. Equally, it is important 
to see what liquidity the algo is 
running on. Rewind ten years to the 
earliest product, and we were busy 

analyzing the toxicity of liquidity 
sources. Major algo providers may 
have all gone ‘unleaded’ since then, 
but there are still optimizations to be 
found in the choice of venues. This 
has certainly been the main focus for 
Goldman Sachs over the past year. 
There is a lot going on behind the 
scenes that clients are not necessarily 
aware of but that is very important 
to algo performance and ensuring 
our algos remain as competitive as 
possible.In this article we look at this 
possibly unglamorous but no less 
important component of recent algo 
development.

CHANGING MARKET 
ENVIRONMENT
The distribution of FX liquidity 
continues to evolve. New venues 
come online especially in more 
recent markets like Asia NDF. Some 
established venues fade in importance 
or need to be used in different ways. 
One key area we have been working 
on is where we source liquidity 
passively and how we can do so in an 
intelligent way. Bank algos have the 
ability to post passively in markets, to 
buy on the bid or to sell on the offer, 
and this is a unique selling point for 
a bank algo versus a client slicing up 
the order themselves and then drip 
feeding it into the market. Where 
a client does this, they will typically 

be crossing spread, and will need to 
consider the balance between spread 
reduction and information leakage 
when selecting liquidity providers... 
Our algos, by contrast, can use so-
called primary markets, our internal 
liquidity as well as certain mid pools 
to post passively. In the last few years, 
possibly accelerated by the unusual 
liquidity slump associated with Covid 
volatility, the ‘primary markets’ 
have become a little less primary as 
measured by their relevance as a 
venue to GS algos, so now there’s 
a renewed interest in certain ECNs, 
as a posting venue.  A number of 
innovative order types are available, 
including ones that are opportunistic 
between mid-matching and buying on 
the bid, depending upon what other 
participants are doing. This feature  is 
now available in the faster mode of 
both our dynamic hybrid flagship algo 
and our pegged algo.

Of course, a downside of posting is 
signalling risk. For this reason, GS 
algos have actually always had the 
ability to decide not to post, or only 
to post very favourably, if they detect 
that there is some sort of market 
dislocation. But this feature has 
been a little underutilised historically, 
mainly due to the risk of regret. Yet 
now with the liquidity boost from 
internalisation, there is not a scarcity 

Innovating under the 
bonnet - Goldman Sachs 
enhances FX algo 
performance

Dr Ralf Donner

Goldman Sachs has been working on a wide range of developments to its 
algo product to significantly evolve the effectiveness of the offering. Dr Ralf 
Donner, Head of Marquee Execution Solutions at Goldman Sachs, shares why 
the ethos of a data-driven approach is essential to continue fine tuning the 
FX algos, ensuring they adapt to changing market conditions and provide the 
best execution performance possible for clients.

anymore and so we felt it was time to 
take a fresh look at this feature.

INTERNAL AND GLOBAL CODE 
COMPLIANT LIQUIDITY
Another revolution under the hood is 
internalization, familiar initially from 
e-book transfers that are still critical to 
keeping trajectory algos like TWAPs on 
schedule, and subsequently from filling 
in a matching engine against other 
offsetting interest. We are now adding 
a new third way which is - with a 
client’s permission - to skew our pricing 
to a select group of trusted clients and 
to use the inventory that is built up 
from that skew to fill the algorithm. 
This option will soon be available for 
all clients who are interested in using 
it on our two flagship algos. Goldman 
Sachs is one of the few banks to 
possess a big enough franchise for 
this to be effective and, from a client 
perspective, it is another way to obtain 
internalisation that is associated with 
softer markouts than is typically found 
by going to external venues.

The changes discussed so far mainly 
relate to passive execution, but we 
have also been looking at the other 
side of the algo construct which is 
how do we aggress markets/take 
liquidity? One important part of this is 
the concept of curated liquidity. Over 
the last few years, there have been a 
couple of venues that have emerged 
that stream bank liquidity, meaning 
they offer firm liquidity from Global 
Code compliant sources that can be 
consumed in a number of ways such 
as by bank algos. 

While not a focus for all clients, a 
number of clients have liked this 
concept, but we’ve always felt that 
it is something that we can do 
ourselves, cutting out the middleman, 
determining the mix of liquidity 
providers ourselves, and targeting 
the stream to specific (softer) algo 
styles rather than opening up the 
taking to all. And so we have in the 
past couple of weeks launched our 
own Global Code compliant offering 
for our flagship dynamic hybrid algo, 
where a number of banks make to us 
across all major deliverable currency 
pairs and the GS algo is the only 
taker. It is looking like a very useful 
liquidity source with a markout profile 

that achieves an appropriate balance 
between benefits to our algo clients 
and to our liquidity providers on the 
channel.

In addition, we have a lot of different 
ECNs that we can take liquidity 
from. With far better internalisation, 
as discussed earlier, we are able 
to take a more targeted approach 
to the liquidity options on offer. 
So for example, we have recently 
been looking at the quality of our 
ECNs hour by hour, throughout the 
day, and measuring how well they 
perform at different times. We can 
then further fine tune our liquidity 
curation process and weed out 
anything that is not performing as 
expected.

FINE TUNING FORWARDS
As we consider algo performance, a 
piece that is sometimes overlooked 
is the quality of forward points on 
any algo roll from spot in the case 
of deliverable currency pairs or from 
the relevant electronically traded 
forward date for NDFs. Post-trade 
algo roll carries point-in-time risk and 
correlation risk between spot and 
points. The need to appropriately 
charge for the cost of capital jolted 
TCA on forward points into the 
limelight for some banks and their 
clients this year, and although algo 
rolls at GS no longer incur capital 
charges by default, the subject of 

achieving better execution quality on 
points remains topical. So, in another 
quiet revolution under the hood, we 
are making changes to the way that 
our algos source forward points to do 
so whenever the algo executes in the 
corresponding spot market, i.e. at a 
child order level. 

This is a significant change in algo 
logic, but not something that a client 
would necessarily immediately notice 
- the benefits will become clear in the 
post trade TCA. 

BLACK BOXES
While some FX algo providers appear 
to see AI as a magic wand to wave at 
liquidity, in our view, these solutions 
should be approached with caution.

Such models are black boxes, so if 
something does go wrong, then the 
algorithm has no way of explaining 
why. It might be some structure that 
the machine learning process saw 
in the data which in fact is spurious 
or exists in some historical dataset 
but does not persist. In comparison, 
adopting a systematic, data driven 
approach on both the passive posting 
as well as the taking side has proved 
to be an effective way to tweak 
and fine tune our algos. Clients can 
continue to expect the reliability of 
the Goldman algo brand but with 
a smoother drive through those 
liquidity bumps.
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In a survey of 718 institutional and 
professional FICC traders conducted 
by JP Morgan earlier this year, 63% of 
respondents said that they expect to 
execute more of their trades via Algos 
in the future. In FX specifically, traders 
predicted an additional 19% of their 
overall flows will be traded by using 
Algos. The growth of FX Algos has 
been well documented, but there has 
been less attention paid to what types 
of instruments are being used to trade. 
This is probably in large part due to the 
- often implicit - assumption that when 
we talk about Algo trading we’re really 
talking about FX Spot. Fair enough, 
this is where the overwhelming 
majority of FX Algos have been 
deployed.

The Spot market is highly liquid (for 
the most commonly traded deliverable 
currency pairs) and there is a high 
percentage of volume executed 
electronically and across a range of 
channels and platforms.

But like all things in FX, the skills used 
to develop the Spot Algo market are 
being deployed to other instrument 
types which are now being requested 
by buy-side institutions and firms, most 
notably NDFs and Outright Forwards.

THE NEXT STEP
Clients have been using Algos in the 
Spot market for many years. Through 
experience, trial and error and a 
proliferation of tools to help clients 

The potential cost savings for using an Algo in the NDF market can be substantial
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The results of a recent Coalition Greenwich survey show that 
corporate treasury departments are thinking more strategically 
about trading FX. Corporates also recognize the potential 
that improved data and analytics can have on their business, 
especially to help them understand and manage volatility. 

The overarching focus on data, coupled with the belief that 
changes to the FX Global Code (FXGC) will impact market 
structure, could also drive an increased focus on new tools—
specifically the use of algos and TCA. The FXGC have created 
new disclosures that should help corporates understand 
how algos behave and provide more confidence that they 
are being used correctly. While these more advanced tools 
have yet to penetrate corporates as deeply compared to asset 
managers, awareness and infrastructure could spur change 
says Coalition Greenwich.

The Coalition Greenwich data reveals that corporates do not yet 
consider algo use as part of their execution strategy, and only 
16% believe that they effectively manage data for algo use. TCA 
is similar, as nearly half do not feel that they have the ability to 
create an effective TCA program due to data challenges. 

Despite the steadily increasing presence of algos in the FX 
industry, the research indicates that only 12% of corporates 
currently use them. Corporates, of course, understand the 
benefits, and like other participants, cite the importance of 
improved pricing and reduction of market impact. This is why 
certain corporates have begun to focus on algos and TCA. 

Seventy percent of those corporates looking to implement 
more algo trading, for example, list it as their top FX priority. 
This usage will continue to grow as corporates not only start 
to realize the economic benefit from using this tool, but also 
as they build the data and infrastructure to support it.

For more information please visit:
https://www.greenwich.com/fx/corporates-get-more-
strategic-fx-trading

Corporates 
get more 
strategic with 
FX Trading

Source: Coalition Greenwich 2022 Market Structure & Trading 
Technology Study

FX algos
Looking beyond the 
Spot market
Jeremy Carvell, Head of Liquidity Sales EMEA at 360T, takes a look at the next 
frontier for FX Algo trading

measure Algo performance, clients are well equipped 
to quantify the value which these products have 
delivered.

Given that clients can measure performance down to 
the currency pair, time of day and prevailing market 
conditions, there has also been a growing sense of 
comfort in their usage. And with that, clients now look 
to see how they can use the same tools across other 
instruments. 

Which explains why Forward and NDF Algos are 
proliferating, too. Especially in the less liquid 
instruments, there is an opportunity to benefit. The 
potential cost savings for using an Algo in the NDF 
market can be substantial. Electronic but less liquid 
markets like the major NDF pairs mean there is an 
opportunity for Algo users to minimise transaction 
costs while reducing signaling and information leakage 
through the adoption of strategies that allow for 
adjustment to the market environment. Lessons have 
been learned from many years in the Spot market. The 
growth in NDF Algos has been aided by a significant 
change in the marketplace. 

Over the past couple of years we’ve seen multibank 
platforms — including 360T — broaden their NDF 
offering from not just RFS but to a streaming offering 
also. This is important because having liquidity pools 
of sufficient depth and quality is vital to ensuring the 
performance of executions Algos. And as NDF liquidity 
becomes more fragmented across multiple venues, 
Algos can deliver better execution outcomes by trading 
across them. Streaming in itself reduces signaling 
risk as only the receiver of the trade is aware of its 
occurrence. For large trades, in less liquid markets this 
soft approach is very important in minimising market 
impact.

A VIRTUOUS CIRCLE
NDF Algos are new but the genesis of them comes 
from many years of activity and experience in the Spot 
market. As the industry branches into traditionally less 
liquid markets it seems reasonable to expect a virtuous 
circle of increased liquidity, leading to more Algorithmic 
executions to increased liquidity. As this market matures 
there is no doubt that execution costs will continue to 
come down. Forward Outrights are another growth 
area of Algo execution which we see on 360T. 

A solution for clients which want to hedge to a 
specific exposure date, combining the liquidity of 
the Spot market with the convenience of having the 
trade rolled to the appropriate settlement date. So 
what next? The direction of travel looks clear. Both 
Forward and NDF offerings are on the increase. 360T 
has already expanded Spot Algo integration to include 
forward and NDF with a dozen LPs. What’s more, 
we know Liquidity Providers are already turning their 
attention to the biggest market of all - FX Swaps – so 
certainly more of that to come.

Jeremy Carvell
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Starting off the event, the Innovation 
Day highlighted the strength of interest 
from the buyside for algo use. The panel 
‘Capitalizing on New Trends, Technology 
and Liquidity Pools’ featured a team 
from MN Investment Management (MN) 
who shared details about their recent 
projects, including the suite of execution 
algorithms and TCA tooling they have 
developed in house to further optimise 
the pension asset manager’s currency 
trading capabilities. Liakos Papapoulos, 
Senior Investment Manager, Treasury 

at MN also featured in the ‘Buy Side 
Wishlist Interview - TCA, data, algos 
and liquidity’ which explored the 
needs and requirements of the buy 
side FX dealing desk, including the 
use of execution algos for improved 
liquidity access. He also touched upon 
MN’s recent cooperation with pension 
peer PGGM regarding FX Big Data 
research as part of their joint Academic 
Excellence Program that was launched 
last year in a bid to attract talent and 
further reduce costs. 

Certain themes, such as the 
electronification of FX, have become 
more predominant at the conference, 
says Saeed Amen, founder of 
Cuemacro, and the event explored 
how these trends have already had 
a big impact on FX trading desks. 
“Whereas before electronification 
was purely around FX spot, now it’s 
moving to areas like FX NDFs and also 
FX options,” he adds. “The topics of 
discussion at TradeTech FX have evolved 
rapidly over the years. What is clear 
is that automation will continue, and 
the skillsets required for this are also 
changing.”

Electronification was also a main 
topic of discussion during the market 
structure panel, Amen adds, where it 
was also noted that changing skillsets 
are needed to navigate these markets, 
in addition to traders’ views. “Execution 
style also came up. Buy side clients are 
using more passive algos, essentially 
willing to take their time to match 
orders, noted Carolina Trujillo at SEB,” 
says Amen. 

In his view, the panel on liquidity 
providers proved particularly 
illuminating. This included a discussion 
about how TCA has moved on from 
beyond the basic metrics, noting 
innovations such as Tradefeedr’s peer 
universe on algos. “Often in isolation a 
single client may not execute a sufficient 
number of trades using different algos 
to make a comparison between their 
performance. However, when this 
data is pooled amongst many clients, 
it becomes easier to make statistically 
significant observations,” Amen reports.

Contributor:  Saeed Amen is the founder of 

Cuemacro, co-founder of Turnleaf Analytics and 

Thalesians. 

FX algos high on the 
agenda at TradeTech FX

TradeTech FX returned to a full in-person programme this September in 
Amsterdam, with a notable increase in the number of discussions covering FX 
algo and TCA related topics. 

Erwin Hazeveld, Senior Investment Manager Treasury, Rick Lodder, Algorithmic Trading Specialist, 
Bart Helder, Data Scientist and Engineer and Wouter Stijl, Investment Manager Treasury.
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The intensifying FX 
challenges for Fund 
Managers

MACHINE LEARNING FOR ALGORITHMIC TRADING
youtube.com/watch?v=WztDiCQOOWo

TRANSPARENCY CREATES EFFICIENCY ON THE FX TRADING DESK
youtube.com/watch?v=Qw-zs88ERHk
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A survey of 250 senior finance decision-makers at fund 
managers to review where they are on their FX journey and 
where they would like to get to.
milltechfx.com/resources/currency-insight-and-education/the-intensifying-fx-
challenges-for-fund-managers

Algorithmic Trading
A rough & ready guide

This book assumes readers do not have a background in 
programming but having a basic understanding of finance, 
mathematics or computer science will make it an easier read.
quantinsti.com/algo-trading-ebook
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Reimagining the power 
of FX Algos 
UBS FX Algorithms help our clients reduce market impact, improve
performance and add resilience to their trading workflow through:

• Sophisticated Smart Order Router
• Comprehensive liquidity access including UBS internalization
• Advanced machine-learning framework
• Robust strategies from liquidity seeking to passive execution

Find out more, search UBS FX Algo
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The value of investments may fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS 
Financial Services Inc. offers investment advisory services in its capacity as an SEC-registered investment adviser and brokerage services in its capacity as an SEC-registered 
broker-dealer. Investment advisory services and brokerage services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate 
arrangements. It is important that clients understand the ways in which we conduct business, that they carefully read the agreements and disclosures that we provide to them 
about the products or services we offer. For more information, please review the PDF document at ubs.com/relationshipsummary. © UBS 2022. These materials are provided 
solely for informational purposes. For further important country specific information visit: ubs.com/disclaimer. All rights reserved. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of 
UBS AG. Member FINRA/SIPC.
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